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We give a negative answer to a problem of R. Statman concerning the
existence, in the lambda calculus, of a fixed point combinator Y such that
Y(SI)=Y holds. ] 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Corrado Bo hm pointed out the role of combinator SI in the theory of fixed point
combinators (see [1], 6.5.3). In particular, any fixed point combinator Y must
satisfy Y=SIY (and conversely). Note that SI reduces to the normal form
*vw .w(vw) that we shall denote by $. Now, let Y be a fixed point combinator. Y(SI)
is still a fixed point combinator; for any given term M, we have Y(SI) M=
SI(Y(SI)) M=M(Y(SI) M). So, Rick Statman (see [3], Problem 1(a)) has con-
sidered the very natural problem:
1.1. Problem (*;-calculus). Is there a fixed point combinator Y such that
Y=Y(SI)? (This problem is also stated as Problem 52 in the problem list of [2].)
Observe that we are asking for a simultaneous solution of the equation system.
1.2. x=SIx
x=x(SI).
So, it seems natural to call such a solution, if any, a double fixed point combinator.
As it is clear from the title of [3], Statman conjectured that the above-mentioned
problem has a negative answer. In the present paper, we solve Problem 1.1 by
showing that indeed no double fixed point combinator exists in the *;-calculus (see
below, Theorem 2.2).
We end the paper with a few general remarks relating the given solution with
some of the ideas involved in [3].
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2. NON-EXISTENCE OF DOUBLE FIXED POINT COMBINATORS
Our notation will be standard, and we refer to [1] for not-defined notions. With
_: M * N, we mean that _ is a multistep chain of ;-reductions from M to N.
When there is no need to be specific, we simply write M * N. For brevity, _ is also
called a reduction.
When _ is a sequence of (one step) head reductions we call _ a head reduction.
We work with $ instead of SI. Moreover, we work with contexts (see [1], 2.1.18).
We shall be concerned only with closed context, so that by a context we mean a
closed context.
2.1. Definition. Let C[ ] be a context. We say that C[ ] is a fixed point
context iff C[x]=x(C[x]) for a fresh variable x not occurring in C[ ].
We shall prove that:
2.2. Theorem. There cannot exist a fixed point context C[ ] such that *x .C[x]=
C[$] holds, where x does not occur in C[ ].
This will settle Problem 1.1 since if Y is a fixed point combinator then in the
*;-calculus Y=*x .Yx. For *x .Yx=*x .$Yx=*x .x(Yx)=$Y=Y. Now assume
that Y=Y$, then Y([ ]) would be a fixed point context such that: *x .Y([x])=
Y([$]), contradicting Theorem 2.2.
The rest of the present section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 2.2.
2.3. Definition. Assume that C[ ] is a fixed point context such that *x .C[x]=
C[$] holds. We define the weight of C[ ] as follows.
Let H be a common reduct of *x .C[x] and C[$], then we put w(H)=n if H
has the form *x .x(x( } } } (xH$) } } } )), with n nested head occurrences of x and with
H$ not in the form xH"; w(H)=0, otherwise. Now, we define
weight(C[ ])=min[w(H) | H is a common reduct of *x .C[x] and C[$]].
2.4. Definition. Assume that C [ ] is a fixed point context such that *x .C[x]=
C[$] holds. We assume that any occurrence of $ filling a hole in C[$] is colored
or underlined. We moreover assume that, when reducing C[$], every colored
occurrence of $ preserves its color until it is reduced, i.e., until the reduction $M *
*x .x(Mx) is performed. (A more formal setting can be easily built using [1],
Section 11.2, and in particular the notion of residuals of a set of redex occurrences,
[1] Definition 11.2.4).
Proof of Theorem 2.2. We prove Theorem 2.2 by induction on the weight of
C[ ]. More precisely, we will assume that C[ ] is a fixed point context of minimal
weight such that *x .C[x]=C[$] holds, and derive a contradiction from this
assumption.
Case I. weight(C[ ])=0. Assume that weight(C[ ])=0. So let H be a common
reduct such that:
w(H)=0.
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Observe that since *x .C[x] * H, H must be in the form *x .M with M an
applicative term. Otherwise H has the form *x *y .N for some N. On the other
hand, H=*x .x(Hx) must hold since H=*x .C[x]=*x .x(C[x])=*x .x((*u .
C[u])x)=*x .x(Hx). But this is impossible since *x *y .N and *x .x(Hx) cannot
have a common reduct.
Now consider the reduction _ : C[$] * H. Since H is in the form *x .M, we
claim that:
Claim 1. There exist a term *x .P and a reduction { : C[$] * *x .P which does
not touch (see [1] 14.3.16) the colored occurrences of $ in C[$]. (That is in { no
colored occurrence of $ is reduced).
To prove Claim 1, let _h and _ i be such that _h+_i : C[$] * H, where _h is a
sequence of head reductions and _i consists of internal reductions (note that such
decomposition exists by 11.4.6 of [1]). Let moreover Q such that _h : C[$] * Q.
It follows that Q is in the form *x .Q$ for some Q$. Now assume that some head
reduction in _h reduces a redex $M (with a colored occurrence of $), and consider
the first reduction step of such kind.
Assume that the reduction is made in a term N in the form *z } } } (($M) } } } ).
Since we are considering the first reduction of a colored $, it follows that the term
N and, respectively, the segment of _h up to N are the term and, respectively, the
reduction required by Claim 1.
Therefore, assume that the reduction is made in a term N in the form
($M) R1 } } } Rk (with k0). Observe that N must have the form $M, that is k=0.
Otherwise, since we are considering the first reduction of a colored $, up to this step
every colored $ behaves as a variable. So we can repeat every reduction starting
from *x .C[x], getting a term N$ in the form *x . (xM$) L1 } } } Lk (with k>0). But
this is impossible since *x . (xM$) L1 } } } Lk and *x .x(C[x]) cannot have a common
reduct.
So, N#$M and reducing we get *x .x(Mx). Note that such a reduction has to
take place since H has the form *x .T, for some T. But, remembering that
_h+_i : C[$] * H, it follows that H has the form *x .xH$, contradicting the
hypothesis that w(H)=0. Therefore, Claim 1 is proved.
So, let { : C[$] * *x .P be a reduction which does not touch the colored
occurrences of $. So we can mimic { starting from C[x] and getting a term *y .P$.
So *x .C[x] reduces to *xy .P$, and we have already seen that this is impossible.
This completes the proof of Case I.
Case II. weight(C[ ])>0. Assume that weight(C[ ])=n, with n>0. So let H
be a common reduct such that w(H)=n, with n>0. Observe that since
*x .C[x] * H, and n>0, H must be in the form *x .H$ for some term H$. Now
consider the reduction _ : C[$] * H. Now, we claim that:
Claim 2. There exist a term M and a head reduction { : C[$] * $M which does
not touch the colored occurrences of $ in C[$].
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To prove Claim 2, let _h and _ i be such that _h+_i : C[$] * H, where _h is a
sequence of head reductions and _i consists of internal reductions. Let moreover Q
such that _h: C[$] * Q. It follows that Q is in the form *x .Q$ for some Q$.
Assume first that no head reduction in _h reduces a redex $M (with a colored
occurrence of $), then we can argue as in Case I, getting a contradiction. (In this
case, the colored occurrences of $ play no role in _h and when we mimic
such reduction from *x .C[x] we get a term in the form *xy .P, which is
impossible).
Therefore, some head reduction in _h reduces a redex $M (with a colored
occurrence of $), and consider the first reduction step of such kind. Assume that the
reduction is made in a term N in the form *z } } } (($M) } } } ). Since we are consider-
ing the first reduction of a colored $, it follows that we can mimic _h up to this
point, starting from C[x] and getting a term *z .Q. So *x .C[x] reduces to *xz .Q,
and we have already seen that this is impossible.
Therefore, assume that the reduction is made in a term N in the form
($M) R1 } } } Rk . By a previous argument, N must have the form $M. Claim 2
follows.
Moreover, no other colored occurrence of $ has been reduced up to this point,
so we may write M as a context C*[ ] filled by colored occurrences of $.
So N#$(C*[$]). Mimic these reductions in C[x] to get an head reduction
{$ : *x .C[x] * *x .x(C*[x]).
On the other hand, reducing N we get *x .x(C*[$] x). Since _h+_i :
C[$] * H, *x .x(C*[$] x) * H. But H has the form *x .xH$ and we claim
that:
Claim 3. C*[$] * *x .H$. To prove Claim 3, observe that in the reduction
*x .x(C*[$] x) * H we can always postpone the reduction of the internal
occurrence of x. This is intuitively clear: the reduction gives rise to a term
T[z :=x] and whatever subsequent reduction we do in T[z :=x], it can be done
in *z .T using z instead of x (we leave a formal proof to the reader).
So, by repeatedly postponing, at last step we have a term in the form *x .x(Ux),
with U closed, since we started from a closed term. Since *x .x(Ux) O *x .xH$
in one step, it follows that U#*x .H$. Claim 3 is proved. Moreover, we claim
that:
Claim 4. *x .C*[x] * *x .H$. To prove Claim 4, let \h+\ i : *x .C[x] * H,
where \h is a sequence of head reductions and \i consists of internal reductions.
Since H has the form *x .xH$, if \h : *x .C[x] * U then U is in the form *x .xU$.
On the other hand, recall that {$ : *x .C[x] * *x . (C*[x]), where {$ is a sequence
of head reductions. So, either {$ is an initial segment of \h or \h is a an initial
segment of {$. Assume by contradiction that the latter holds. We can transpose \h
on C[$], along _h , and getting a term in the form $P, with a colored $, by a
shorter reduction path than the path to $M, found in the proof of Claim 2. But this
contradicts the choice of $M, since in this case $M cannot be the first redex with
reduces a colored $.
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It follows that *x .x(C*[x]) * H. But H has the form *x .xH$ and it follows
that C*[x] * H$. Claim 4 follows.
Now, observe that C*[ ] is a fixed point context, since *x .C[x] *
*x .x(C*[x]). So, *x .x(C[x])=*x .x(C*[x]) and this implies C[x]=C*[x].
Moreover, observe that *x .C*[x] and C*[$] both reduce to *x .H$. But since H
has the form *x .xH$, we have w(*x .H$)=w(H)&1 and therefore weight(C*[ ])<
weight(C[ ]). This however contradicts the induction hypothesis. This completes
the proof of Case II and the theorem follows.
3. SOME REMARKS ON NON-EXISTENT COMBINATORS
In [3], it is observed that we are lacking general methods to prove that certain
radical versions of special combinators do not exist. One may assume that ‘‘special’’
combinators are those combinators with a complex functional behaviour (such as
e.g., fixed point combinators, Barendregt’s universal generator, Plotkin terms, and
recurrent terms; see [1] and [4] for definitions). The problem is how far such
functional behaviour can be further overloaded. Semantical means seem to be the
natural approach; e.g., given the equation system
SIx=x
xI=x
we find that it has no solutions by observing that there is no solution in the Bo hm
trees model B (see [1] Section 18.3). Therefore a fixed point combinator Y cannot
be overloaded in such a way. On the other hand, in the model B the equation
system 1.2 has (a unique) solution, since in B all fixed point combinators are
equalized.
We know that this is not true in the term model, as shown in Section 2. However,
the previous remark shows that if Y is a fixed point combinator, and we want to
prove that the equality Y=Y$ cannot hold, then (informally speaking) we must
‘‘block’’ the reductions of the form Y * *x .x(Y$x) or Y$ * *x .x(Y$$x) since
at ‘‘limit’’ the two terms become equal. Therefore, the choice of the weight of
Definition 2.3 is the most natural one. The rest of the proof, however, is based on
an ad hoc argument.
So, in conclusion, having to build up a special argument in each case, it seems
likely that we must accustom ourselves to the puzzling presence of non-existent
combinators.
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